www.brecan.com

The definition of success for a build are:
getting what you want

at the price you want

Brecan provides competitive fixed-price materials
packages to home owners and builders.
Our aim is to ensure you get your dream home at a fair
price - the correct balance of time, cost and quality.

when you want it
TIME

COST

QUALITY

AN ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
An iterative process is key to a successful design - systematic,
responsive and interactive communication bouncing ideas back
and forth to get to the end goal. Brecan’s design knowledge and
construction experience makes for a responsive process that
doesn’t become too cumbersome.

drawings, and sometimes we start from scratch.
Each and every project is unique and every client has a different
level of design and construction experience. Although model
and plan book homes can provide a good starting point we feel
that each and every home deserves some customisation - but at
reasonable costs.

NEEDS ANALYSIS
The first stage of design is to define what our clients want;
sometimes we receive a few sheets of paper, sometimes Architect’s

KNOWLEDGE OF BUILDING COSTS AND HOW TO MAKE
THAT WORK FOR YOU
A good design process is wasted if the eventual build costs aren’t in
line with expectations. Too often we hear of excellent designs and a
build commenced only to blow the desired budget.
The worst aspect of exceeding an estimate is that it is during the
final stages that compromises must be made - changes to the things
that genuinely affect your day-to-day living such as appliances,
cabinetry, flooring.
Brecan’s use of industry-leading estimating and planning software
ensures we design homes that can meet your budget.

									DESIGN								

CONCEPT DESIGN

SELECT THE RIGHT MATERIALS & LEADING BRANDS

There is a clear difference between expending sufficient time to do
a good job and rushing. Our internal systems, industry knowledge
and service partners provide the best framework to get to the right
design without feeling under pressure.

A national brand reputation is developed over years of dependable
quality and performance and usually demands a premium price.
Fortunately the competitive building materials marketplace means
that most items in the build process are commodity items - there are
few differentiators - they do what it says on the label. Prices ought to
be transparent and that saving should transfer to the home owner.

Our 3D-renders assist greatly in formulating and fine tuning
ideas; our engineering partners ensure we get the right structural
designs agreed early in the concepts process; and finally our skilled
draftsmen create clear and professional construction drawings for
your builder.

A SIMPLER AND MORE COST EFFECTIVE BUILD
The key goal of getting the right materials to site on time is that
the builder is able to focus fully on the build. Countless hours can
be wasted by builders dealing with last minute supply problems,
quality issues or incorrect quantities.

Some items in a build really do deserve careful consideration
however - as not all brands are equal and an apple-to-apple
comparison is difficult. Brecan focusses upon the window and
door selections, the quality of stains and paints, the quality of
the mechanical equipment. These are items that cost no more to
install, but will pay large dividends in the long run through reduced
maintenance costs and increased energy efficiencies.

A home package that can be obtained at market leading rates and
at a fixed price for no additional premium is a compelling win-win
opportunity - you save on the materials and the labour.
Brecan’s excellent supply contracts ensure the right quality
materials; our efficient and low-overhead procurement processes
mean we need add only minimal margins to turn a profit; and finally
our accurate estimating systems mean we need add only minimal
risk margins to stay in business.
Brecan is a Kootenay-based business, we ship locally and can tailor
the number of deliveries to match your site’s storage space, project
timelines and cash flows.
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Other items that deserve careful consideration are the types of
cladding and quality of associated items such as trims and flashings.
Brecan can provide a range of options that will provide the best
balance of form, function and price.

BUILD

FIXED PRICE ASSURANCE
GREAT VALUE
SITE SPECIFIC DESIGNS
DESIGN-TO-BUDGET
CONSISTENT QUALITY
LEADING BRANDS
SIMPLIFIED BUILDING PROCESS

BRECAN supplies all leading national brands including: Amvic & Advantage ICFs, James Hardie and CertainTeed Cladding, Mc
Leans Cedar, Marvin & All Weather Windows and Doors, Pabco and GAF Asphalt and Fibreglass Roofing, Vicwest and Westform
Metal Roofing and Flashings, Structural Truss Systems Trusses and LP TJI Floors.

Below are three recent Brecan packages.

Cedar Lap and Shingle Siding
Cedar Trim Package
Marvin Ultimate Windows

CertainTeed Lap & Vertical Siding With Rainscreen
Cedar Trim Package
Marvin Integrity And All-Weather Windows

BRECAN has a strong network of local builders and general contractors across the
Kootenay Region, please call or email to arrange an appointment.

Toll Free: 888 817 9922 | Local: (250) 423 1580 | Email: info@brecan.com

Vicwest Metal Siding
Marvin Integrity Windows

